Open Garden Tour
Visiting Golden Age gardens in the Amsterdam Canal District

Introduction
The gardens behind the stately homes along the Amsterdam canals were used mainly to enjoy in
winter time, when the families resided in the city rather than at their summer estates.
Every year Museum van Loon organizes a special weekend, where the Golden Age gardens of the
canal houses of private owners as well as public institutions are open for visits.
On this occasion, on 16, 17, and 18 of June 2017, AmsterdamPersonalized organizes a number of
exclusive tours that will take you to these beautiful gardens and your guide will tell you about the
history of the golden age and the magnificent canal district.

Canal District Gardens

Program:
Golden Age Garden Tour takes about 4 hours and provides you an unique opportunity to stroll along
the city’s green oases, formal parterres, flowering plants and remarkable garden houses and
ornaments; both classical and contemporary gardens will be visited during the tour. Meanwhile your
guide will tell about the daily life of the Dutch Golden Age Merchants.
We start the tour in the Canal museum for a visual presentation of the history of the canals, when
and how they are build and who lived there. From there we have a stroll to the Museum van Loon
that has one of the finest gardens in Amsterdam. There you will get an insight in how the rich
merchants of the 17th century lived. This family owned Museum is still very much alive with family
members still living on the upper floors of this beautiful canal house.
We continue our tour with a short walk to Museum Cromhout. There we will not only visit their
garden, but also meet with Wunderkammer one of the best florists in Amsterdam and proof that the
Dutch flower culture is still very much alive.
The tour ends in the middle of Amsterdam, from where you are free to continue your day at your
own leisure.
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Tour specifics
The Golden Age Garden Tour takes about 4 hours and is available as a private and corporate tour.
The tour starts in the Amsterdam Canal Museum and the guide will wait for you in front of the
museum. Comfortable walking shoes are advised, although the tour distance is not very long.
Timing: This tour can be done only on 3 days on 16, 17 and 18 of June 2017.
The Golden Age Garden Tour start at Euro 890 (incl. VAT) for 2 persons. For additional options and
corporate tours contact us for a custom tour offer and pricing.

Book your Golden Age Garden Tour
Let us know your preferences and we will be in touch with you for the final arrangements.
Send your details to: amsterdampersonalized@ceryx.nl
Name :
Email address
Phone :

........................................................
........................................................
........................................................

Date :

........................................................

Tour type
Number of guests:

Private Tour/Corporate tour
........................................................

AmsterdamPersonalized.com
Lilian Tilmans has organised hundreds of
International Press Tours to Amsterdam
for the Amsterdam Tourist Office and
since a couple of years with her own
agency .
Because of her vast experience she was
asked to organise corporate and private
tours in Amsterdam. These worked out
so well that she set up
AmsterdamPersonalized.nl which is now
offering a variety of culinary, art and
design tours.
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Lilian worked on many publications
about Amsterdam in major
international magazines like:
Lilian Tilmans
tel. +31(0)612829751
tilmans@ceryx.nl

Yonder (Fr, 2015), Fallstaff (DACH,
2015), Saveurs (Fr, 2014),
Travel&Leisure (US, 2015)
Check our website for more
information.
www.amsterdampersonalized.com
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